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ANNOUNCEMENT: Beta Version of ATRONOCOM moves into Phase Two EARLY. Click to Learn More >


Introducing Atronocom
Built for You and Your Crypto Lifestyle
ATRONOCOM is currently conducting an investor SAFT - crowdsale to support the launch of the platform and accelerate development of its decentralized application ecosystem. Crowdsale is a kind of crowdfunding that involves the issuance of cryptocurrency tokens that donors purchase in order to support a project. The value of these tokens will be determined by the success of the crowdsale initiative, and it is possible that their value may skyrocket in the future. During the crowdsale, the pre-mined tokens are traded for cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin. Bitcoin is a very valued asset that is skyrocketing due to the use of auto-trading bots. The aktien apps is one of the most popular and lucrative trading bots. 
Join Crowdsale
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Bring it to life
SAFT Crowdsale Open Now
We decided to take the path of SAFT Crowd sale (Simple Agreement of Future Token) in order to raise funds to move faster and build bigger for the benefit of our users and supporters.

ATRONOCOM is not conducting an ICO (Initial Coin Offering) and we will not have a token until platform launch.
Join CrowdsaleLearn More
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always connected
In a Mobile World, Take What You Need With You

Mobile Staking on Android
Mobile Staking on iOS
Banking & Online Payments
Debit Bankcard
Exchange - OTC
High Security Text Messenger



Learn More
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We have amazing Associates helping us to make this project possible.
Learn More
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Awesome Features
ATRONOCOM Features
We are striving to break boundaries and taking steps toward true and full decentralization, with the first real mobile DApp dedicated proof of stake with Algorithmic payout

Worldwide Token Sales
The Worldwide Token sale is the basis for ATRONOCOM to start with the project as by side of raising funds for a fast grow and marketing, it is a great marketing tool for the project.


Masternode Operation System
We will send the technical information out after the Presale. You just have to drop us a message if you are interested in working with us.


Staking Applications for Android and iOS
ATRONOCOM is providing a state of the art light node solution for your smartphone which allows you to stake where ever you are.


Crypto Bankcard, Wallet and Exchange
Banking features for FIAT & Crypto all in one, well designed DApp.


OTC Trading
The solution is on your ATRONOCOM DApp and is fast and easy from your phone. This app works as efficiently as Crypto Superstar App, which does perfect trading for users. Before deciding on-the-go with this software, check out the crypto superstar software erfahrungen of various users!!


High Security Messenger
All you need for communication -  only faster and more secure than anything you're using today.
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Join the ATRONOCOM Crowdsale
We decided to take the path of SAFT Crowd sale in order to raise funds to move faster and build bigger for the benefit of our users and supporters.
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